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Fix List 

 

MONITOR Machine Integration version 8.2.7.4 

 SJON-AJNBZ6 - Now is pieces also reported when you use time recording with Batch recording. 

 MZEL-AK8D8D - News: Now it’s possible to report measuring data in MI. This is determined by the Setting 
"Use measuring points in preparation and order" under Preparation on the Manufacturing tab in the 
Settings procedure in MONITOR. The measuring data is created in the MI terminal according to the rules on 
the operation/order in MONITOR. MI creates the measuring data as soon as the machine has reported 
pieces, loaded the order etc. The measuring data remain in the MI database until a machine stop, change 
of order or if the order is stopped, then is the data transferred to MONITOR. A new procedure Report 
measuring points is added to report the measuring points in MI. The procedure can be opened with the new 
button Report measuring points. 

 MZEL-AKQGL3 - News: A new function called "Auto-acknowledge mode" is added in MI. This means that 
MI automatically will set the default stop cause to the stops when the machine stops. 

 MZEL-AKQKLE - News: Now you can reverse Lines in MI. This function allows you to see the Line on the 
screen as you can see it in reality on the shop floor. This is configured per terminal. 

 MZEL-AKRA9M - Acknowledge stops automatically at machine status via cycle time work properly if you 

have selected this in MI Admin. 

 MZEL-AKRAGX - News: New functionality, Interlocking of incorporated machine in a Line is added. This 
functionality means that if a machine in a Line shut down, the following machines that shut down will 
automatically get the selected stop cause. This stop cause is selected in the MI Admin under Line. 

 MZEL-AKU8PM - News: Printout possibilities are added in the Document viewing. 

 MZEL-AKV8RN - Historical stops is displayed correctly if you have set Acknowledge stops automatically at 
machine status via cycle time. 
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